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Fluorescent Thiol-Derivatized Gold Clusters Embedded in Polymers
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Owing to aurophilic interactions, linear and/or planar Au(I)-thiolate molecules spontaneously aggregate, leading to molecular gold clusters passivated by a thiolate monolayer coating. Differently from the thiolate precursors, such cluster compounds show very intensive visible fluorescence characteristics that can be tuned by alloying the gold clusters with silver atoms or by conjugating the electronic structure of the metallic core with unsaturated electronic structures in the organic ligand through the sulphur atom. Here, the photoluminescence features of some examples of these systems are shortly described.

1. Introduction

The unique properties of nanosized metal phases [1, 2] can be used to fabricate novel classes of technologically useful devices [3–6]. Polymer embedding of metal nanostructures represents a very simple method to handle and use these new types of substances, taking advantage of their physical and catalytic characteristics [7]. These systems are known as nanocomposites, and they have particular importance in the optical field where amorphous polymeric matrices can gain very useful optical characteristics by hosting an adequate metallic phase (e.g., surface plasmon resonance, magnetic properties, radiopacity, etc.) [7].

Atomic metal clusters are ultrasmall metal nanoparticles (diameter lower than two nanometers) and represent the link between atoms and nanocrystals. Metal clusters can show molecular properties like fluorescence. The excellent fluorescence characteristics of molecular gold clusters coated by a monolayer of thiolate molecules are well known [8–12]. Owing to aurophilic interactions [13], linear Au(I)-thiolate molecules (e.g., Au(I)-alkyl-thiolates, AuSC₇H₁₅) spontaneously aggregate, producing thiol-derivatized gold clusters (Auₓ(SC₇H₁₅)ᵧ, with y<x). This clustering process gives a little amount of disulfide molecules (RS-SR, with R = C₇H₁₅) as reaction byproduct, according to the following scheme:

\[ x\text{AuSR} \rightarrow \text{Au}_x(SR)_y + \frac{(x-y)}{2}RSSR \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Aurophilic interactions can be considered as a sort of super Van der Waals interactions since an electron correlation of the closed-shell components is involved in their interaction, with a bond energy of ca. 50 kJ/mol [13]. Usually, a mild thermal treatment at temperatures ranging from 80°C to 140°C is required to convert the oligomeric Au(I)-thiolate molecules to thiol-derivatized gold clusters [8]. The electronic transition involved in the fluorescence of thiol-derivatized gold clusters is attributed to ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMMCT) from sulfur atom in the thiolate ligands to the Au atoms [14]. Gold thiolate crystals have a polymeric structure with sulphur atoms bridging the gold atoms and can generate a fluorescence depending on the concentration of S-Au-Au fluorophores groups present in the system. However, gold thiolate crystals contain only a very limited number of S-Au-Au groups, and, consequently,
the fluorescence emission is quite weak. These polymeric Au(I)-thiolate structures can be treated by strong ligand molecules (e.g., N-methyl-imidazole), according to the following ligand-exchange reaction:

\[
\text{Au-S-C}_{12}\text{H}_{25} + n\text{C}_4\text{H}_6\text{N}_2 \rightarrow n\text{Au(C}_4\text{H}_6\text{N}_2)\text{(C}_{12}\text{H}_{25})
\]

which leads to a full decomposition of the polymeric thiolate into single monomeric unities and to an increase of the Au(I)-thiolate solubility in organic solvents with a consequent quenching of the weak fluorescence signal. The fluorescence characteristics of thiol-derivatized gold clusters differ significantly from those of ordinary organic fluorophores. The high concentration of \( \text{S-Au-Au} \) fluorophore groups in the cluster system gives rise to strong fluorescence emission (quantum yield up to ca. 20%) [8]. In ordinary organic fluorophores (e.g., fluorescein, quinine, rhodamine, etc.), which are also dye chromophores, the color changes upon exposure to ultraviolet or to visible light and the corresponding Stokes shift is relatively short, of the order of few tens of nanometers. On the contrary, thiol-derivatized gold clusters have large Stokes shift of several hundred nanometers. The cluster absorption is completely located in the ultraviolet spectral range (near or far UV), and the fluorescence emission is at greater wavelength in the visible spectrum. Consequently, thiol-derivatized gold clusters are colorless and perfectly transparent under visible light because their small size does not allow for light scattering phenomenon. For example, they can be used to fabricate “invisible inks”. Indeed, there are a variety of substrates (polymers, textiles, paper, wood, etc.) that can be invisibly treated by polymer-embedded Au clusters and the fluorescence signal can be revealed only by illuminating them by UV-light. Furthermore, only small amounts of fluorophores are required to make these plastic matrices able to generate a detectable visible-light emission (see Figure 1).

Usually, the absorption spectrum is characterized by multiple absorption maxima, and a change of the excitation wavelength results in a modification of the emission color (LEDs are very simple monochromatic UV sources; consequently, the color of emitted radiation can be simply modified by changing the light source type). The possibility of tuning the emission frequency by changing the size of the emitting source is a well-known effect in semiconductor quantum dots, but it cannot be exploited to tune the fluorescence emission of thiol-derivatized Au clusters, because it would require changing in controllable manner the size of the cluster at molecular level. To change the emission frequency of thiol-derivatized Au clusters, one needs to pursue other approaches, such as alloying Au clusters with silver atoms, which have comparable ionic size and crystallize with close crystallographic parameters. Another possibility is coating Au clusters with aromatic molecules (e.g., imidazole) that conjugate with the Au metal core through the sulfur atom, thus modifying the electronic structure and the fluorescence properties of the whole system.

In this paper we report our investigations on thiol-derivatized gold clusters \( (\text{Au}_x(\text{SC}_{12}\text{H}_{25})_y, \text{Au}_x(\text{SC}_{14}\text{H}_{29})_y, \text{AuSC}_4\text{H}_5\text{N}_2, \text{AuMMI}) \). We have developed a simple synthesis protocol for producing these Au-thiolate complexes by dissolving the gold thiolate into amorphous polystyrene, using a solvent-based method, and then heating the obtained
blend at mild temperatures. The most significant finding is the strong fluorescence emission of the polymer-embedded thiol-derivatized clusters. These materials have been characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and optical emission spectroscopy.

2. Experimental Section

Thiol-derivatized gold clusters were generated by thermally annealing linear or planar Au(I)-thiolate molecules in the form of both pure-phase or polymeric solutions (amorphous polystyrene), using a thermoblock apparatus [15, 16]. We report on the preparation of gold dodecyl-thiolate (i.e., AuSC$_{12}$H$_{25}$), gold tetradecyl-thiolate (i.e., AuSC$_{14}$H$_{29}$), and gold 2-mercapto-1-methylimidazole (AuSC$_{4}$H$_{5}$N$_{2}$). The silver terdodecyl-mercaptide (AgTDM) used as alloying metal was provided by Cabro S.p.A. and used without purification.

Gold dodecyl-thiolate was synthesized by treating an ethanol solution of gold tetrachloroauric acid (HAuCl$_4$, Aldrich) with an ethanol solution of 1-dodecanethiol (C$_{12}$H$_{25}$SH, Aldrich) at room temperature. The obtained light-yellow precipitate was separated by filtration and dissolved/dispersed in a chloroform solution of amorphous polystyrene (Aldrich, $M_w = 230,000$ gmol$^{-1}$). The polymeric films were prepared by casting this solution into a Petri dish and then allowing it to dry in air at room temperature. Usually, self-standing films of thickness ca. 100 $\mu$m were obtained. The synthesis of gold tetradecyl-thiolate was carried out by the same chemical route. Au(I)-thiolate was quite soluble in chloroform because it did not organize in layered polymeric structures like those observed in many metal thiolate compounds. This was also supported by the absence of low-angle periodicity in the thiolate XRD. A little amount of Au(I)-thiolate was placed in a glass tube and heated at 140 $^\circ$C by a thermoblock in order to develop good fluorescence properties.

Nontoxic, odorless, and highly soluble 2-mercaptopo-1-methylimidazole (C$_{4}$H$_{5}$N$_{2}$S, Aldrich) reacted in stoichiometric amount with tetrachloroauric acid (HAuCl$_4$, Aldrich) in acetonitrile at room temperature under magnetic stirring for 2 days according to the following reaction mechanism:

$$3C_4H_5N_2SH + HAuCl_4 \rightarrow C_4H_5N_2SAu + (C_4H_5NS)_2 + 4HCl$$

The solution appeared bloody-red colored due to the gold-imidazole complex formation and no precipitate was observed. However, after quick addition of a few drops of 1M NH$_4$OH solution until pH 7, under vigorous stirring, the precipitation of the white thiolate salt occurred (the ammonia removed the acid sulfhydryl proton, causing the Au(I)-thiolate formation). The as precipitated material was subjected to a qualitative fluorescence analysis by irradiation with an UV-lamp operating at $\lambda$ of 365 nm. At the beginning, only a low intensity light-blue fluorescence was detectable. After a few hours of digestion at room temperature under stirring, the fluorescence color tuned and a significant green emission was observed. Therefore, the as precipitated thiolate slowly converts to thiol-derivatized gold clusters at room temperature under stirring. The white solid precipitate was first isolated by vacuum filtration (Whatman GF/C Filters), accurately washed with 20 mL of acetonitrile, and then dried in air at room temperature. The alloyed Au/Ag clusters were produced by mild heating of an heptane solution of AuSC$_{14}$H$_{29}$ and AgTDM (silver terdodecyl-mercaptide) for 1 hour at 80$^\circ$C (AuSC$_{14}$H$_{29}$ : AgTDM = 1:9 by weight) in a thermostatic bath under stirring, following the same isolation/purification procedure as for the AuMMI product.

3. Results and Discussion

The microstructure of dodecyl-thiolate derivatized Au clusters was investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). As visible in the TEM micrograph shown in Figure 2(a), these nanostructures have a very small size (the measured diameter was of ca. 1.8–2.4 nm), quite monodispersed, with a pseudospherical shape, and have a strong...
tendency to form aggregates. Such variously shaped and sized aggregates are probably generated in the amorphous polystyrene matrix because of the possibility for the linear alkyl chains present at cluster surface to interdigitate and crystallize together (see schematic representation of the aggregate in Figure 2(b)).

The XRD of Au clusters derivatized by dodecyl-thiolate embedded into an amorphous polystyrene matrix is shown in Figure 3(a). This sample shows a crystalline nature with peaks located at 2θ values of 38.2°, 44.4°, 64.6°, 77.5°, and 81.7° that correspond to the diffraction pattern of pure metallic gold in the face-centered cubic (FCC) structure. The extremely small size of metal crystallites produces broad diffraction peaks of very low intensities. The constant lattice value estimated from the XRD is found to be 4.08 Å, and the average size calculated by the Scherrer equation was of 2.8 ± 0.3 nm. The XRD baseline is not flat because the gold diffraction pattern overlaps the polystyrene diffuse alone; in addition this material contains additional crystalline phases (probably disulfide, R-S-R, crystals, and the interdigitated crystalline regions) that increase the baseline noise.

In order to remove all the organic crystalline phases from the system, the films were dipped for 24 h in acetone and then dried in air at room temperature. The purification process resulted in a substantial improvement of the XRD of the purified sample, as can be seen by comparing the XRD in Figure 3(a). Both diffractograms contain also the Rietveld best-calculated profile (red and green lines) for comparison.
Figure 5: Polystyrene-embedded AuMMI clusters: PL spectrum (a), and sample (3% by weight of AuMMI) under UV-light (365 nm) (b).

The fabricated plastic films were colourless under visible light and quite transparent, but they were found to emit strong fluorescence upon exposure to short-wave (254 nm) and long-wave (365 nm) UV-light. The emission colour of the fluorescence was determined by the type of embedded clusters and was found to range from yellow-green to orange-red.

Figure 4 shows the photoluminescent (PL) spectra of the polymer-embedded Au clusters obtained by mild thermal treatment of n-alkyl thiolates (i.e., dotted-lines for AuSC_{12}H_{25} and solid lines for AuSC_{14}H_{29} precursors). The Au_{x}(SC_{14}H_{29})_{y} clusters spectrum exhibits a strong emission peak centred at wavelength \( \lambda = 633 \) nm. This emission spectrum was obtained for an excitation wavelength \( \lambda_{\text{exc}} = 254 \) nm which corresponds to an excitation maximum, and the corresponding Stokes shift is \( \Delta \lambda = 379 \) nm. The Au_{x}(SC_{12}H_{25})_{y} and Au_{x}(SC_{14}H_{29})_{y} systems have the same maximum emission value (corresponding to orange-red colour, \( \lambda = 633 \) nm) when excited at 330 nm and 254 nm, respectively. However, the quantum yield (QY) values of the two systems are quite different, and Au_{x}(SC_{14}H_{29})_{y} shows higher QY value.

Figure 5 shows the PL spectrum of polystyrene-embedded Au clusters obtained from AuMMI. The strong fluorescence emission peak at wavelength \( \lambda = 520 \) nm leads to a yellow-green colour. The photoemission spectrum was recorded at an excitation wavelength \( \lambda_{\text{exc}} = 383 \) nm.

The PL spectrum in Figure 6 shows the strong emission peak of alloyed Au/Ag clusters. The excitation wavelength is \( \lambda_{\text{exc}} = 254 \) nm and the observed emission peak at wavelength \( \lambda = 710 \) nm corresponds to a large Stokes shift of 456 nm. The emission peak of the PL spectrum of alloyed Au/Ag clusters is clearly red-shifted. This red shift is found to increase with increasing the Ag content. Differently, the presence of MMI on the surface of Au clusters allows for a blue shift of the emission peak. The large Stokes shift values observed for these special fluorescent systems can be ascribed to emissions involving gold electronic transitions from sp to d bands [14].

The QY value of thiol-derivatized gold clusters depends on the amount of charge transferred from the ligand to the metal core through the S-Au bonds during the excitation stage [14]. Therefore, it depends on the ability of the organic groups in the ligand molecule at the cluster surface to increase the electron density on the S atoms. Usually, the scarce electron-donating ability of alkyl groups (like, e.g., dodecyl- and terdodecyl-) results in a low QY of the resulting thiol-derivatized gold clusters. However, in the case of the N-methyl-imidazole group, a completely different situation arises. In fact, in this case, the aromatic ring is rich in electron density, and it is able to donate electrons to the S atom by the conjugation mechanism, thus increasing the charge
transfer from the ligands to the metal core through the S-Au bonds. This mechanism explains the observed high fluorescent quantum yield.

4. Conclusions

We have developed a simple synthesis method for producing different types of fluorescent Au and alloyed Au/Ag clusters by mild thermal annealing of Au-thiolates and alloyed Au/Ag thiolate mixtures. The fluorescence emission was found to be tuned by (i) Au alloying with Ag (or other metals) and (ii) coating the Au cluster surface with aromatic molecules (i.e., 2-mercapto-1-methyl-imidazole) conjugated through the S atom. This novel class of high fluorescent species is extremely effective in lighting, lasers, and as luminescent probes in various technological applications (e.g., anticounterfeiting, downconversion, electroluminescence, analytical probes, biological labeling, etc.).
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